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Welcome to the SPoR 
Conference 13-17 May 2024 

Come and join with others from all over the 

globe as we explore the ways in which SPoR 

makes a difference in tackling risk. 

Hear from a broad range of presenters on the two themes 

for the conference: Personhood and Resilience. 

The dates and themes for the conference are listed below.
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13 May - Personhood, Personality and Risk 

• Who is the ‘educated’ (holistic)  person? 

• Why is personhood central to ethics and risk? 

14 May - Personhood, Personality and Risk 

• Embodied being and personhood 

• Personhood and e-motion

Workshop 

Semiotic Walk 

Workshop 

16 May - Everyday Social Resilience 

• What resilience is NOT! 

• Why resilience must be social 

17 May - Resilience and Learning 

• Living, Being, Belonging, Becoming 

• Moving forward, NOT ‘bouncing back’

15 May - Semiotic Walk, Winery & Dinner 

About

This a conference that emerges out of  the global 

network of  people and organisations practicing 

SPoR in how they tackle risk. 

It features presenters from across many industries 

and countries implementing the methods of  

SPoR in workplaces and organisations. 

The conference offers increased knowledge in the 

practicalities of  SPoR, implementation and 

challenges.  

Those who attend will all get an opportunity to 

present their experiences and practice of  SPoR in 

a series of  short 15 minute Vignettes. 

Come and meet others, all with their own SPoR 

story. Share about challenges and listen to what 

others are doing with SPoR in how they work, 

live and being.  

It promises lots of  fun in learning.
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Meet Your Presenters 

Rosa Carillo is an author, consultant and 

facilitator with expertise in leadership, education 

and risk. She is an advocate for women and the 

need for relational approaches to risk. 

Gabrielle Carlton has extensive experience and 

expertise in the practice of Everyday Social 

Resilience and is currently co-authoring a book 

with Dr Long on the topic.  

Larry Snead has over 35 years experience in 

Safety across many sectors. He tells a great story 

of how SPoR has transformed practice for him. 

Frank Garrett has been to Canberra twice before 

for studies in SPoR and, this time comes as 

presenter sharing his insights into how SPoR is a 

disposition in engaging others. 

Dr Craig Ashhurst is currently doing SPoR with 

a mining company in NSW and uses his 

substantial skills in facilitation to enable learning 

and practice at every level of an organisation. 

Dr Pedro Ferreira is a scientist who has recently 

engaged with SPoR and tells and interesting 

story of resistance and transformation. He co-

teaches SPoR with Dr Nippin Anand at Novellus. 

Dr Nippin Anand is a podcaster, author and 

presenter with a focus on diversity, learning and 

relational being in tackling risk. He and Rob and 

Pedro worked together recently doing SPoR in a 

large shipping company in India. 

Dr Rob Long is the founder of SPoR encourages 

critical thinking in tackling risk in a way that 

humanises persons. 

Presenters

Frank Garrett 

Canada 

SPoR as a Disposition

Gabrielle Carlton 

Canberra 

Everyday Social 

Resilience

Dr Nippin Anand 

UK 

Can we learn from  

accidents?

Dr Craig Ashhurst 

Canberra 

Personality and 

Collective Coherence

Rosa Carillo 

USA 

Women as Voices of  

Resistance

Dr Rob Long 

Canberra 

Personhood and risk

Larry Snead 

USA 

SPoR methods and  

change

Dr Pedro Ferreira 

Portugal 

My story with SPoR



Expected Outcomes

By the conclusion of the workshops participants 

will: 

• Learn about links between personhood and 

ethics 

• Bring together understanding in 

personhood, personality and ethics 

• Articulate an ontology of  personhood 

• Tackle embodied e-motions and identity 

• Learn about ‘Everyday Social Resilience’ 

• Tackle problems of  behaviourism, 

positivism and individualism 

• Developing a holistic approach to resilience 

• Creating a balanced approach to resilience

Location

Ballroom

Tuggeranong Community Centre

245 Cowlishaw St

Greenway, ACT, 2900

Schedule

Each day commences at 9am concluding at 4pm.

Fees

Each module costs $1250

A 10% discount is available for registration for all 4 
days as an early bird offer.

Please email for your ‘early bird’ discount of 20% 
request: robertlong2@mac.com

Early bird discount closes end of February 2024

Catering

Each of the 4 workshops days will be catered for 
Morning Tea, Lunch and Afternoon Tea. Please indicate 
any special dietary needs.

Registration

Please email robertlong2@mac.com for your invoice 
and whether you need to be invoiced for one to both 
workshops.

Semiotic Elective

Rob will be offering a full day semiotic walk, dinner 
and winery tour for Wednesday 15 May

Please indicate in your correspondence your interest in 
these.

Resources
Personhood 

• https://escholarship.org/content/qt7st60022/

qt7st60022_noSplash_3ff51982f27f3f9e12d6d0e

97855ba77.pdf  

Embodiment 

• https://www.academia.edu/30974462/

Intercorporeality_and_Interaffectivity 

Jungian Personality  

• https://s3.us-west-1.wasabisys.com/luminist/

EB/I-J-K/Jung%20-

%20The%20Development%20of%20Personality

.pdf  

Social Resilience 

• http://urbanresiliencehub.org/wp-content/

uploads/2018/11/Social-Resilience-Guide-

SMALL-Pages.pdf
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